TERMS OF AGREEMENT FOR REGULAR RESERVATION 2018 – 2019
Agreement periods
UniSport Kumpula (Väinö Auerin katu 11), UniSport Meilahti (Zaidankatu 9), UniSport Otaniemi (Otaranta
6), UniSport Töölö (Ilmarinkatu 1) ja UniDojo (Pohjoinen Hesperiankatu 25)
Autumn: 1.9.-31.12.2018, spring: 2.1.-31.5.2019, academic year: 1.9.2018 - 31.5.2019
UniSport Viikki (Viikin normaalikoulu, Kevätkatu 2)
Autumn: 1.9.-21.12.2018, spring: 2.1.-31.5.2019, academic year: 1.9.-21.12.2018 and 2.1.-31.5.2019
Facility access rights, payments of the reserving party and cancellations
The regular reservation agreement is fixed-term, covering one autumn or spring term or academic year.
The agreement enters into force either in the beginning of the agreement period, or at the time the
agreement is made if the season has already started.
To receive a weekly reservation with University of Helsinki or Aalto University prices, the participants must
be members of the aforementioned institutions. If people not included in these groups are using the
reservation, UniSport has the right to bill the Normal price for the turn – according to customer group. On a
badminton reservation, the playing partner of a university member may be from any customer group.
The turns reserved in a season will be billed in accordance with the current UniSport price list and the
regular reservation agreement. All reservations within the agreement period will be billed, including
unused ones. In case of illness, the reservation can be temporarily handed over to a person appointed by
the reserving party, e.g. a playing partner. Reservations left unused due to sick leave will not be reimbursed
monetarily.
Regular reservations will be billed once a month in one instalment. In case the payer wants to divide the
payment into several instalments, an invoice fee of € 5 will be added to every transaction. Neglecting the
payments for regular reservations will lead to losing the reservation.
The time and place of a regular reservation can be changed free of charge once during an agreement period
(if there are time slots available). Subsequent changes will be subject to a € 20 fee for every change. The
party holding the regular reservation has the right to transfer the entire agreement to a third party who will
be responsible for the contractual obligations starting from the day of the transfer. The transfer will enter
into force once the party holding the reservation has provided written notification of the transfer to
UniSport and UniSport has approved it. In a transfer situation, the price of the regular reservation is always
determined by the current price list and the customer group of the new agreement party.
Conducting business during a regular reservation is prohibited. Similarly, the party holding the reservation
may not hire a non-UniSport instructor for the slot (excluding societies).
Cancellation of reservation by UniSport
UniSport has the right to cancel the reservation due to a match, competition or other event. UniSport is
obligated to inform the contact person of a reservation of any cancellations within a reasonable time. In
these situations, there is no charge for the reservation. The sports facilities may also be closed or have
reduced opening hours due to holidays etc. UniSport reserves the right to close the sports centre due to
circumstances beyond their control (e.g. water damage).

At the sports centre
People with regular reservations must sign in at the customer service point. The equipment of the facilities
(goals, rinks, nets) may be used during the reservation and must be returned in their correct places within
the reserved time. The time slot of the regular reservation may not be exceeded. When using the electric
curtains delimiting the courts, directions must be followed strictly.
UniSport shall not be responsible for any bodily injury or damages to personal belongings suffered by the
users. The users of the reservation commit to following the regulations of the sports facilities and
personnel’s instructions. In addition, the user of the reservation is liable for reimbursing any damages to
the facility or equipment. During the reservation, users are acting at their own risk and are responsible for
their own well-being.
The use of the gym or other services is not included in the regular reservation agreement. These are subject
to a separate fee according to customer group based on the price list.
Terminating the regular reservation agreement
The regular reservation agreement is valid for the entire agreement period. If the circumstances of the
party holding the regular reservation change substantially, for example due to a long-term illness (does not
apply to associations and companies), bankruptcy or another factor restricting operational capabilities, the
reserving party has the option to terminate the agreement before the end of the agreement period. The
request for termination must be delivered in writing with proof of the grounds for termination to the
reservation manager of the sports centre. The time of the termination taking effect will be determined on
the time of the notice and the time indicated by the proof.
If the regular reservation is not used as specified in the agreement, for example by constantly not tidying
up or exceeding the time slot, UniSport has the right to terminate the regular reservation agreement before
the end of the agreement period.
UniSport reserves the right to the terms of the agreement. If the terms of the agreement are changed in
the middle of the agreement period, the contact person of the regular reservation will be informed by email four (4) weeks earlier. If the terms change significantly, the party holding the reservation has the
option to terminate the agreement without any further cause.
The contact person of the regular reservation agreement has the obligation to inform the group using
said reservation of the terms of the agreement, possible cancellations and other changes concerning the
reservation.

